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BEVERLY BAYNE AND
DANSANT

Now that the dansant's the thing,
east, west, north and south, a dan-sa- nt

dress Is an essential among the
dress belongings of the girl who
wishes to wear the right thing at the
Slight time in the right place.

Beverly Bayne, who has mastered
the business of dress because it is a
part of .the business of acting, has
solved the dansant dress problem with
a flesh-color- tulle over a founda-
tion of flesh-color- satin. With this
she wears beaded shoes, a quaint lit-
tle pink and blue hat and a lovely
tulle muff.

The muff is trimmed with a bunch
of artificial grapes and roses and can
be used to conceal the 'kerchief or
the vanity case.

The crown of the comely hat is
blue, while the facing beneath is pink.
Dresden flowers and long girlish
streamers of pink are the only trim-
ming.

This costume may be worn quite
as appropriately to the matinee.
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A HAMMOCK AND HER

A jiggle, a wiggle,
A form at my side.

A titter, a twitter,
An aerial glide.

A yearning, a 'spurning',
A lot of sweet mush.

A patting, a spatting,
A warning, "Oh, "hush!"

A laughing, a chaffing,
A hand slipping in mine.

A teasing, a squeezing,
A whispered, "AIL thine!"

A swaying, a playing,
A satisfied purr.

A swinging, soft singing,
A hammock and Her.

Puck.
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How long will it take a laundry to
do up a shirt? Usually in about
Jhree tripa,
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HER $50,000 WARDROBE
FROCK
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Dansant frock with muff of tulle a3
worn- - by- Beverly Bayne in special
pose for The Day Book.

When the wind whips that sheet of
sticky flypaper right onto your best
white table cloth, you can. wash the
cloth out, with alcohol, and then if
you tack the flypaper to a thin board
with glass thumbtacks you will have,
no more trouble,
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